CroxonVELUR
CroxonVELUR
ACOUSTIC COMFORT IN THE BUILDINGS

CHARACTERÍSTICS
CROXON VELUR is a system panels absorbent tailored to provide exceptional decorative finish to the walls
and the environment where they are located.
The panels are covered by a high quality acoustic fabric to be easily mounted on the walls and achieve a
variable geometry and dynamics. Panels resistant to scratches and bumps.
SPECIFICATIONS
CROXON VELUR is a sandwich panel comprising a fibrous absorbent core between two semi-rigid panels.
All made by recycled polyester fiber and of different densities covered by a fabric velour type of high quality
for the reduction of reverberations.
Material
Fabric covering

Croxonite and recycled polyester fiber
Acoustic tissue Croxon Drap 204
Catalog in: www.croxon.es
100 %.
B s1 d 0 (Euroclases).
25 x 600 x 600.
25 x 600 x 1200
25 x 600 x 1800
25 x 600 x 2400
25 x 1200 x 1200
25 x 1200 x 2400
Others formats on request.
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Fire reaction
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PROPIEDADES
CROXON VELUR has the following advantages:
- Very good sound absorption capacity at low, medium and high frequencies.
- Resists scratches, bumps and impacts.
- Its decorative finish and absorbing properties provide acoustic comfort and aesthetic exceptional.
- Acoustic tissue with a wide range of colours.
- Panels are designed for a very long shelf life.
- Very easy to install and reinstall elsewhere.

APPLICACIONS
CROXON VELUR panels are used for acoustic preparation of meeting rooms, offices, hotel rooms, lobbies,
corridors, shops, health centres, leisure and especially in areas where the movement of people is important.
For the versatility of the product and its manufacturing processes can be combined in any format.
Arquitects, interior designers and acoustic engineers can create their own designs and decorative acoustic,
given the flexibility in their production.

MOUNTING SYSTEM
Z Metallic profile hidden.
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